Two Year Report
2018 - 2019

EMPOWERING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF
JEWISH ENTREPRENEURS
The Jewish Entrepreneur (TJE) is a fast growing, nationwide not-for-profit organization that
provides a full service, pro-bono mentoring program for Jewish entrepreneurs of all affiliations.
Our mentors are recruited from across the business spectrum and are available to help both
aspiring and existing entrepreneurs.

THE JEWISH ENTREPRENEUR

"The greatest level (of charity), above which there is no
greater, is to support a fellow Jew by endowing him with a
gift or loan, or entering into a partnership with him, or
finding employment for him, in order to strengthen his
hand until he need no longer be dependent upon others"
- Maimonides: Laws of Gifts to the Poor 10:7-14

IMPORTANCE OF MENTORING
THE ENTREPRENEUR’S CHALLENGE

THE IMPACT OF MENTORING

TJE HISTORY AND OPERATION
PROVIDING FREE MENTORING TO JEWISH ENTREPRENEURS

Established in 2014
Work directly with owners of:
• Early startups – Need help developing
• Startups – Need help growing
• Existing Businesses – Need help improving profitability
Connected and interfacing with other Jewish organizations, including:
• Interest-Free Loan Organizations
• Jewish Community Support Counsels
• TribeWorks (Business Accelerator)

OUR MENTOR POOL
100% VOLUNTEER BASIS

Selected from
over 20 Industries

Located
across the USA

Our mentors have full control and decision-making regarding
the time investment for their mentoring support.
• Flash mentoring:
1-2 phone calls and a couple of email follow-ups
• Standard mentoring: Approximately 2-6 phone calls over 1-2 months (average 2-4 calls)
Our mentors give advice and act as a sounding board.
The final decision on actions going forward is the decision and responsibility of the mentee.

MENTORING PROGRAM
SIMPLE, EASY... AND FREE!
Communicate
directly with your
mentor to set up
initial connection

Complete
intake call

Fill out mentee
forms on our
website

You will be
notified when a
mentorship match
has been made

Connect with
additional
mentor(s) if
necessary

Respond to our
feedback and
revenue request

Plus… By being part of the TJE family, you will have exclusive access to online networking
groups, webinars and more!

TJE IN MOTION
WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED OVER THE LAST 2 YEARS

Grown mentors by
more than 4x
to over 250

Almost Tripled New
Matches to an Average of
approx. 45/Month
(1,400+ Lifetime Matches)

Expanded marketing across
9 new US regions and 5 new countries
Created partnerships with comparable organizations
to expand program reach and profile
-Released updated and modernized website
-Added Instagram to our social media strategy
-Started monthly live webinars hosted by our mentors
- Created 11 WhatsApp groups across all key industries

90%
Satisfaction Rating from
Businesses Mentored

TJE IN MOTION
WHAT WE PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEXT YEAR

Increase Mentors
to 350+
&
Annual Mentee
Intake Rate to 600+

Expand Our Board

Maintain High
Satisfaction Rating
& Monitor
Revenue Growth

Develop a
“Meet the Mentor”
In-person Program

Maintain Social
Media Presence
While Expanding
Utility of
WhatsApp Groups

Expand Overall
Marketing
Initiatives &
Continue
Expansion into
Geographic &
Market Segments

Expand Business
Webinar Program
and add Additional
Services

MENTEE GLOBAL REACH

5%

40%

New York

33%

New Jersey

8%

Maryland

7%

8 US States*

4%

Ohio

3%

California

Outside US
(Israel, Canada, England,
Nigeria, & South Africa)

*
*Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and D.C.

INDUSTRIES SERVING
26%

17%
11%

Service

Health/
Education

Wholesale

9%

Ecommerce

8%

IT

7%

Retail

6%

Marketing

7%
5%

Food

4%

Real Estate

Other

SOURCE OF REFERRALS

Community Shuls, Bulletins & Email Lists
EPI
Mentor/Mentee
Partner Referrals
Google
Articles and Press Release
Other
Friend
CH Young Entrepreneurs
Tribeworks

31%
20%
20%
11%
5%
4%
3%
2%
2%
2%

OUR MENTORS’ SKILL SET
Architecture

Construction

Consulting

Distribution

Ecommerce

Education

Energy

Finance

Food

Funding

Health

Human Resources

Insurance

Legal

Marketing

Negotiations

Non-Profit

Operations

Printing/Publishing

Real Estate

Retail

Service

Technology/Software

Wholesale

STAGE OF BUSINESS

*Based on our last survey mid-2018

BUSINESS REVENUES
18%

25%
41%
9%

Pre-Revenue

44%

$0-$100K

22%

$100K-$250K
$250K+

Revenue Increase
Reported in the
First 12 Months
After Mentoring

8%
26%

32%

*Total Revenue for 2018 and 2019
Average Revenue for all companies
Average Revenue (excluding pre-revenue companies)
* Revenue ranges based on November 2018-June 2018 data. All other data is for 2018 and 2019 combined.

$
$
$

88,657,000
155,000
189,000

GENDER AND EDUCATION
Males

62%

Females

38%.
.

** Female % at 37% for 2019 YTD

Highest Level of Schooling

Highest Level of Schooling

Doctorate
Masters

6%

17%

23%

Bachelors
High School

* Education data based on our last survey mid-2018

25%

31%

40%

33%

Doctorate
Masters
Bachelors

25%

High School

MENTEE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Under 5 Years
*Based on our last survey mid-2018

5-10 Years

10-20 Years

20+ Years

MENTEE BUSINESS PROFILE
Has mentee owned a business?
29% - NO

71% - YES

Does mentee have a business plan?

83% - NO

*Based on our last survey mid-2018

17% - YES

SATISFACTION RATING
2%
8%

90%
MENTEES’
OVERALL
SATISFACTION
RATING

Ratings based on about 80% rate of respondents

98%

28%
62%

MENTEES WHO
WOULD BOTH
RECOMMEND TJE
& USE TJE AGAIN
Very Satisfied (62%)

Satisfied (28%)

Not Satisfied (8%)

Very Unsatisfied (2%)

WHAT OUR MENTEES HAVE TO SAY
We were teamed up with G. as our mentor. I was
nervous that he would be in a rush and wouldn't
have time to really hear us out, but I was really wrong
- he made us feel like he had nothing else to do that
day except hear about our company. He read through
all my charts and numbers and helped us figure out
two proposed game plans - we are currently working
on implementing both ideas and we'll be in touch
with him in a few weeks to discuss how each idea
panned out. Thank you for figuring out a way to help
people help themselves respectfully.

Words cannot express my appreciation for
the help TJE has given me. To have the
opportunity to be mentored by successful
people who want to help me succeed is
incredible. It's not easy to ask for help
and TJE has treated me like a VIP. I want to
do whatever I can to help get the word out
about this amazing organization.
-Construction Supply Company from NY

-Photography Company from NJ

Working with my mentor, things could not be
going better!! I’m now in the process of putting
a few real estate deals together and have been
bouncing ideas off my mentor – which has been
great. I thank TJE for making the introduction
and helping me out.
-Real Estate Investor from CA

Being a young guy going into business and
having to deal with so many new things, it is
tremendous help to have someone with
years of experience and big shoulders giving
their input. When my mentor is talking to
me, it feels like it is his business.
-Advertising Company from NY

WHAT OUR MENTEES HAVE TO SAY
My mentor pointed out that what was missing
with my 9 staff members was a director of
operations, and described the person so
accurately. I had been looking for someone like
me who smiled all the time – but I don’t need a
smiler, I need a bookkeeper type to manage the
work flow! Brilliant! We hired the person, and
it has turned our whole company around!
-Marketing Company from CA

My mentor is wonderful! Thank you! We have
begun some preliminary work on discussing and
evaluating my processes in the current company
to determine my efficiencies and lack of
efficiency. This will allow me to be more
productive and utilize my expertise in figuring
out which projects will yield the greatest results
- while also improving the areas of productivity
that are lacking.
-Occupational Therapist from NY

The Jewish Entrepreneur is an incredible
organization that provides mentors to
entrepreneurs who are looking to grow their
businesses, at no cost to the mentees. Honestly,
I could never have afforded to pay these
mentors. The help they provide is invaluable. I
appreciate what they provide so much that I am
now also a mentor for them.
-Ecommerce Clothing Company from NY

The kindness that you do has effects on the
community that cannot be measured. By helping
improve livelihoods, you enable people to
devote more time and other valuable resources
to their families, the community and to learning
and other spiritual pursuits.
-Lawyer from NY

BE A PART OF

THE JEWISH ENTREPRENEUR
To become a mentor, email Robert Safren:
robert@tjenetwork.com
To get a mentor, fill out the “Get Mentor”
form on our website.
www.TJENetwork.com

